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Is this answer helpful?

Before exploring the man-made theory of AIDS, it is important to
note a small but highly vocal group who believes the cause of
AIDS is still unknown, that the AIDS blood test is worthless, and
that HIV is a harmless virus that is not sexually transmitted.
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Was HIV man made?



Was HIV created by government?



Where did HIV come from?



Origin of AIDS - Official Site
www.originofaids.com

How was AIDS created?
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aids a man made disease

aids created in a lab

when does hiv become contagious

how does hiv become aids

the origins of aids documentary

how contagious is hiv

can semen give you hiv

new plague identified as aids

www.originofaids.com
Most people believe that the origin of HIV, the AIDS virus, derives from some natural
evolutionary event. Key among these HIV origin theories is the so called â€œcut hunter
theoryâ€� in which a human, allegedly African native, received a bloody wound or infected
splash while preparing a chimpanzee carrying a similar virus (i.e., SIVcpz).

About Us · Origin of AIDS Dictionary · Origin of Aids, Partners · Contact

The Origin of AIDS: Man-Made Holocaust?
www.shirleys-wellness-cafe.com/Aids/AidsOrigin
The Origin of AIDS: Man-Made Holocaust? A WHO official admitted, "Now I believe the
smallpox vaccine theory is the explanation for the explosion of African AIDS." Robert
Gallo MD added, "The link between the WHO program and the epidemic is an interesting
and important hypothesis.

The Man-Made Origin of AIDS: Are Human and Viral ...
rense.com/general45/cant.htm
AIDS, cancer, genetic science and covert human medical experimentation Although
rejected completely by most scientists, the man-made theory of AIDS is a rational
explanation for the origin of HIV.

HIV-AIDS was created to target gay men for Eugenics ...
https://www.infowars.com/hiv-aids-was-created-to-target-gay-men...
The taboo theory that AIDS is a man-made disease is largely based on research showing
an intimate connection between government vaccine experiments and the outbreak of
â€œthe gay plagueâ€� The widely accepted theory is that HIV/AIDS originated in a
monkey or chimpanzee virus that â€œjumped speciesâ€� in Africa.

Discredited HIV/AIDS origins theories - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discredited_HIV/AIDS_origins_theories
Discredited HIV/AIDS origins theories This article is part of a series on ... Nearly half of
the 500 African Americans surveyed said that HIV is man-made.

Discredited theories · Prevalence of ... · Prominent endorsers ...

More 'Evidence' That AIDS Is A Man-Made Disease -
Rense
rense.com/general57/manmade.htm
More "evidence" that AIDS is a man-made disease.....although this
"conclusion/speculation" carefully avoided by the authors in this â€¦

WW3 - AIDS is a Man-Made Disease to Reduce â€¦
www.threeworldwars.com/more/aids.htm
World War III is coming whether you like it or not, and that includes the planned
population reduction from 6b to 2b. AIDS is an integral part of that plan.

Is AIDS Man-Made? | AIDS Origins
www.aidsorigins.com/aids-man-made
In The River, he traces the first evidence of AIDS and argues convincingly that it is a new
human disease. He then extols the proposed link to polio vaccine trials in former Belgian
colonies in central Africa (the Congo, Rwanda, and Burundi).

The Story of a Man-Made Disease, by Edward Hooper
https://www.uow.edu.au/~bmartin/dissent/documents/AIDS/Hooper03/...
AIDS is a man-made disease. It is now all but certain that it was human hands (and, in
particular, those of the doctor and the scientist) that started the AIDS pandemic, which
now represents the worst outbreak of infectious disease the world has ever seen.

The Truth from the horse's mouth - AIDS and Ebola
Viruses ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1JSWa1JNo4

Aug 06, 2014 · STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSE'S MOUTH
HIV/AIDS was created in a lab AIDS and Ebola Viruses
Were "Man-Made"
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